N ow that NASA has published its report on the latest Mars mission and the dust has settled a little, it is a good chance to take stock of where space exploration will be going. NASA has acknowledged that the drive for faster, better and cheaper missions brought with it pressures on the organization that led to mistakes.
With hindsight, this seems obvious. Faster, better, cheaper is a wonderful thought -exactly what we all want when it comes to a new car, computer or even research project. But the phrase has its origins in an engineer's maxim, along the lines of you can make anything faster, better OR cheaper. Sometimes you can have two of these, but you can't have all three. It is certainly true with cars, as any car buyer can testify. On the surface, computers are a different kettle of fish. Every time I buy a machine, I appear to do so days before the release of a cheaper, faster and altogether better system. But the net effect is the same as with cars: expectations change at about the same rate as the equipment improves and what was a perfectly good processor speed five years ago is laughable now.
Changed expectations have something to do with the feeling of disillusionment at NASA. Certainly the success of some space missions such as the extraordinarily long-lived Galileo (whose latest discoveries are reported on page 29) has boosted hopes and confidence, so much so that the demise of the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory at the end of its planned life seems a failure.
At times, the sheer volume and quality of results -for example the mountains of data generated by Pathfinder at Mars -provide a false sense of security, akin to that coming from shiny paintwork and clean upholstery in a car that the cheery dealer has promised will be faster, better and cheaper. You know it won't last. Expecting more results for the same or less money just can't work. Somewhere along the line corners are cut and time is the first casualty, be it time for testing procedures, or checking code, or time for someone to work out why a spacecraft is just that little bit off-course. NASA has done a good job in acknowledging that procedures and lines of communication need to improve and let's hope that they get back on course to get more staggering results from future missions.
But there is also a wider message: you can't get blood from a stone. There is no point trying to spread a limited budget too thin. Britain's science budget is decidedly limited and there is lots to do. If the choice is between a trickle of funding to every part of the subject and substantial fundingincluding the infrastructure, IT and staff -for a few topics, most researchers would opt for the latter, to include, of course, funding for their chosen field. N ew millimetre-wave measurements of the distant universe reveal that it is cosmologically flat, underwent rapid inflation after the Big Bang and is unlikely to collapse again. The data shows the structure that emerged in just 300 000 years, the precursor of the giant clusters and superclusters of galaxies that we see today. "The structures in these images predate the first star or galaxy in the universe," said US team leader Andrew Lange of the California Institute of Technology. "It is an incredible triumph of modern cosmology to have predicted their basic form so accurately."
The map shows temperature variations over an area of roughly 1800 square degrees (the Moon is shown at the bottom right for scale). It covers 2.5% of the sky, just a fraction of the area of the maps made famous by the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite, but has an angular resolution 35 times better than the COBE map. The temperature fluctuations it records are slight, of the order of 0.0001 K on an average of 2.73 K, but enough to reinforce the inflationary theory of the universe. These fluctuations, developed in just 300 000 years, have evolved into the largescale structure of the universe today, the giant clusters and superclusters of galaxies.
The microwave patterns seen reflect temperature variations in the early universe, arising from sound waves. The image is composed of patches of higher and lower temperatures about a degree across, close to the size predicted for a flat universe. If the universe were curved, the scale of the fluctuations would differ. The angular spectrum of the data shows a strong peak at about 1°, with a weaker peak around half a degree. This implies that the universe inflated quickly and was essentially flat by 14 billion years ago.
The sensitivity and resolution necessary for such results came from a telescope called BOOMERanG (Balloon Observations of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation and Geophysics), developed by an international team from Britain, Canada, Italy and the USA. The detector was launched on a balloon from the American McMurdo Station in Antarctica, which floated 37 km up for 10 days. The million cubic metre balloon took the instrument above almost all the atmosphere and stable winds carried it round the continent. It circumnavigated the pole and landed just 50 km from its launch site. Measurements depended on a micromesh bolometer, reminiscent of a spider's web of silicon nitride that absorbed millimetre-wave radiation from the cosmic microwave background.
The minute temperature rise that results was measured by a germanium thermistor. BOOMERanG was so sensitive because the sensor worked at just three tenths of a degree above absolute zero. SB Temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background from 300 000 years after the Big Bang. 
The flat primordial universe

